IMAGINE YOUR

UNIQUE WEDDING
AT DISCOVERY BAY

ENQUIRIES
Email bookings@discoverybay.com.au
Phone (08) 9844 4021
discoverybay.com.au
WHALER’S GALLEY CAFÉ
Email whalersgalleycafe@hotmail.com
Phone (08) 9844 4711
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DISCOVERY BAY TOURISM PRECINCT
NEAR ALBANY IS A TRULY BEAUTIFUL
AND COMPLETE WEDDING CEREMONY,
PHOTOGRAPHY AND RECEPTION VENUE.
DISCOVERY BAY IS A
PHOTOGRAPHER’S DREAM LOCATION.

Situated at the tip of the Flinders Peninsula, overlooking the
stunning King George Sound, Discovery Bay is an amazing
and unique location to celebrate your special day.

Surrounded by spectacular coastal scenery, a beautiful native
garden and extensive historical displays, Discovery Bay provides
many opportunities for amazing and creative photography.

From intimate gatherings set within the lush native wetland
and colourful gardens, to larger functions held in the grassed
amphitheatre capturing amazing ocean views, Discovery Bay’s
Botanic Garden is the perfect place to say ‘I do’.

Receptions are a breeze as Discovery Bay is able to
accommodate a variety of reception sizes and styles, from
cocktail to seated dining. A marquee under the stars can be set
up within the Botanic Garden or take advantage of the amazing
views and delicious catering on offer at Whaler’s Galley Café
located within the Discovery Bay visitor complex.

If you are looking for an extra unique ceremony location
Discovery Bay’s Historic Whaling Station can provide just that.
Imagine saying ‘I do’ on the deck of Australia’s last whale chaser
at sunset, or surrounded by incredible whale skeletons,
or even the regions’ largest shell collection.
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With such a variety of ceremony, photography and
reception choices, Discovery Bay will make your
special day truly memorable.
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